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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2017 is provided to the community of Tabulam Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Lesley Mills

Principal

School contact details

Tabulam Public School
Clarence St
Tabulam, 2469
www.tabulam-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
tabulam-p.School@det.nsw.edu.au
6666 1219

Message from the Principal

Principal

Thank you to everyone who supported Tabulam Public School students during 2017. We are very proud of our school
and the reputation it has as a great place to learn within our community.

Our staff is dedicated and of the highest standard and are very passionate about our school and student learning. Staff,
parents, students and community have all put in a great effort to ensure our students get the education they deserve.

We are constantly improving our teaching practice and giving our students and their families opportunities to explore new
ways of learning to enhance education for all. Tabulam Public School is very fortunate to be involved in a number of
innovative programs which keep us at the forefront of educational development across the globe. We invite you continue
to work with us to make our school an even greater place to learn for all of the children who attend throughout 2018 and
into the future.

Lesley Mills

Message from the school community

With the support of students, staff, families, community members and business sponsors, the P & C has continued to
raise funds for the school. The P & C donated $ 1,800.00 to the school in 2017. The donations were allocated for the
following activities:*Making excursions more affordable for families*Presentation Day, (presenting graduation jackets to
all year 6 students) *NAIDOC Day* Breakfast Club. Funds raised through food stalls and raffles were also used
towards:*Purchasing presents for Mother’s and Father’s day stalls to keep prices at reasonable costs for the
students.*Gifts for Christmas tree night.

The P & C would like to thank the school community and the wider community in general for its continued support in
fundraising for the P&C.

The ‘Tabulam Tucker Tin’ provided a healthy, affordable menu to students and staff throughout. The P & C would like to
extend its appreciation to all the volunteers who assisted in the canteen. We are most grateful for your time and interest
in making the canteen a healthy choice for students and staff for their lunches and recess.
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School background

School vision statement

Tabulam Public School equips students with the inquiry skills required to lead fulfilling, stimulating and constructive lives
through the delivery of quality, strength based education; enabling innovative learning in all aspects of the curriculum.

All students authentically engage in school life, feeling encouraged to achieve their personal best, being proud of their
heritage, in a caring, happy environment. All members of the school community demonstrate safe, responsible and
respectful behaviour at all times and are participants in the Positive Behaviour for Learning program.

Tabulam Public School has professional staff working in close partnership with the Tabulam community, continually
redesigning and improving the best possible learning environment for the children.

School context

Tabulam Public School (enrolment 56) has a diverse school community characterised by a significant (80%) Aboriginal
enrolment, isolation and socio–economic disadvantage.

The school has a strong partnership with the local community and is focussed on high expectations and student
achievement.

NAPLAN data indicates that while many students have succeeded and growth is strong, there is a need to continue to
address the learning, literacy and numeracy outcomes of students to prepare them for high school.

Staff/parent and student surveys reflect the need for students to develop an understanding of learning behaviours to
support the development of independent learners.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

Every year our school undertakes self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

In the domain of Learning, our efforts have been primarily focussed on ‘learning culture' and ‘wellbeing'. Our strong
performance in these areas is evidenced through the marked increase of student engagement inlearning and the
development of teaching practices which effectively develop the knowledge, understanding and skills of all students
using evidenced based teaching practices and innovative delivery mechanisms. Attention to supporting individual
learners and the provision of avenues for strong family contribution and participation in the learning process through the
use of PLPs, Learning Maps and Class Dojo have been successful. Our student body regularly reflect consistent growth
on school performance measures and achieve higher than other 'like' schools. Students have also been supported to
understand themselves as learners through the implementation of Visible Learning and Growth Mindset practices across
the school. We will be focussing on continuing to support students to perform at consistently higher levels on internal and
external student performance measures in 2018.

Our major focus in the domain of Teaching has been the development of 'effective classroom practice' and 'collaborative
practice' which is moving student learning to a new level through continued staff professional development in student
wellbeing, literacy, numeracy and Visible Learning. All teachers are committed to implementing the most effective
teaching methods, with a high priority given to evidence–based teaching strategies. Staff members have been provided
with many opportunities to incorporate data analysis in planning for learning, the growing of teaching practice through
collaboration and classroom observations, reflections and feedback and the development of expertise in literacy and
numeracy programs. Teachers all participate in Professional Learning to constantly improve teaching methods in literacy
and numeracy through building upon understandings of effective teaching strategies in these areas.

In the domain of Leading we have consistently and effectively implemented our key strategic directions throughout the
year due to a strong foundation of leadership capacity building across the school. All resources are strategically used
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toachieve improved student outcomes. The whole school team has been successful in leading the initiatives outlined in
this report, building the capabilities of staff to create a dynamic school learning culture. There is broad understanding of,
and support for, school expectations and aspirations for improving student learning across the community.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide 
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Strategic Direction 1

LEARNING: Improving learning outcomes for all students in the areas of Literacy and Numeracy.

Purpose

Enabling all students to develop the necessary literacy and numeracy skills to be successful 21st century learners
through the development of quality literacy and numeracy programs, effective staff professional development, community
partnerships and strength based learning.

Overall summary of progress

Our student body regularly reflect consistent growth on school performance measures and achieve higher than other
'like' schools. Students have also been supported to understand themselves as learners through the implementation of
Visible Learning and Growth Mindset practices across the school.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Percentage of students working
towards at or above appropriate
stage level in literacy to increase
by 10%

$25,000 10% increase of students working towards at or
beyond expected stage level in literacy. Students
achieving planned targets.             All students
demonstrate learning growth.

Percentage of students working
towards at or above appropriate
stage level in numeracy to
increase by 10%

$25,000 10% increase of students working towards at or
beyond expected stage level in numeracy.
Students achieving planned targets. All students
demonstrate learning growth.

NAPLAN data demonstrates
increase in students achieving in
top 3 bands

There was a marked increase in students
performing in the higher bands in numeracy for
years 3 and 5.

Year 3 students demonstrated an increase in the
higher bands in all areas apart from reading. Year 5
demonstrated in increase in the areas of reading
and numeracy..

Year 7 students increased achievement in the
higher bands  in all areas except in numeracy.

Next Steps

Meeting the needs of all learners – Improvement for every student, every teacher, every support staff member and
empowering the whole school community. Ensuring the development of explicit systems for collaboration and feedback
to sustain quality teaching practice combined with high expectation relationships across the whole school community.
Explicit teaching of numeracy and literacy with effective differentiation; meeting the needs of all learners through
innovative practices.
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Strategic Direction 2

QUALITY TEACHING: Building staff capacity in the delivery of quality teaching and learning.

Purpose

Developing all staff with professional learning to enhance staff capacity in the delivery of quality teaching and learning;
ensuring the development of explicit systems for collaboration and feedback to sustain quality teaching practice
combined with an understanding of high expectations relationships.

Overall summary of progress

Staff members have been provided with many opportunities to incorporate data analysis in planning for learning, the
growing of teaching practice through collaboration and classroom observations, reflections and feedback and the
development of expertise in literacy and numeracy programs.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

100% staff undertake
professional learning connected
to School Strategic Directions as
evidenced on their PDP.

$101,500 Engagement of an Instructional Leader K–2

100% staff show progress against their PDP targets
100% Teaching staff all take part in collegial
professional learning.

Relational trust survey
demonstrates professional and
confident relationships across the
school

Evidence data collection matrix
compiled and adhered to
throughout the year.

100% staff score relational trust at the school in the
high percentile.

Maintain higher student outcomes
than 'like' schools.

All students demonstrate
expected growth in literacy and
numeracy.

$50.000 10% increase in students working towards at or
above stage level in literacy and numeracy.

Next Steps

Supporting all students to develop the necessary skills to be successful global citizens who engage in meaningful and
future focused learning through the implementation of Creative and Critical thinking, Visible Learning and Project Based
Learning. Ensuring the development of effective staff professional development and community partnerships which build
upon cultural identity, strength and pride. Building on cultural identity acknowledging strengths and pride developing a
sense of belonging in students and a deeper understanding of themselves and others.
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Strategic Direction 3

LEADING: Fostering engagement in Learning through the implementation of ‘Visible Learning’ and ‘Learning Maps’

Purpose

The development of teaching and learning practices which foster student centred learning and a sense of being a
confident learner.

For explicit teaching and learning to encourage the learning dispositions and cultural understanding required to develop
successful learners who are resilient, know their strengths and areas for improvement and have an understanding of
where to next for their learning.

Overall summary of progress

Our strong performance in these areas is evidenced through the marked increase of student engagement in learning and
the development of teaching practices which effectively develop the knowledge, understanding and skills of all students
using evidenced based teaching practices and innovative delivery mechanisms.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

100% students represented on
and understanding data walls for
numeracy and writing.

Students can articulate their
learning goals, progress and
targets.

All programs demonstrate the use of Learning
Intentions and Success Criteria for all subject areas

100% students participate in the
Learning Maps for their PLP
meetings

Percentage of parents actively
involved in school life increases
by 10%

$6,400 All students participated in developing their
Learning Maps and use them as a vehicle to
discuss academic targets in their PLP meetings.
Parent participation remains high.

Increased resource development
for and use of the Wahlubal
History and Culture Centre by
students and community.

$6,000 Continued development of locally based resources
with all classes producing one resource for the
centre.

Senior students engaged in Teaching Fellowship
project 'Learning for the Future Through Wahlubal
Culture'

Next Steps

Promote student wellbeing to ensure optimum conditions for student learning across the whole school though authentic
and effective PLPs supported by Learning Maps .  Developing mindfulness practice to give children the skills to settle
and calm themselves and develop focus; building resilience by helping children manage difficult thoughts and
emotions. To create the capacity to change impulsive reactions to thoughtful responses.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $105, 267 Engagement of Aboriginal Education Officer
and Aboriginal Student Support Staff. .
Weekly Aboriginal Education Committee
meetings. Regular analysis of Aboriginal
student data. Data analysis and review.
Parent attendance data recorded. Community
use of Cultural and History Centre. Review
milestones and set 2018 targets

English language proficiency $15,549 All students assessed and receiving targeted
instruction. Review milestones and set 2018
targets.

Low level adjustment for disability $53,751 Engagement of Learning Support Teacher to
develop individual student learning plans and
support students with learning needs. Liaise
and attaining support for students with health
professionals. Review milestones and set
2018 targets

Socio–economic background $121,363 Engagement of additional teaching staff to
support student learning in Literacy and
Numeracy and implementation of PLPs each
term.

Exposing students to rich and varied
experiences in the wider world and
stimulating class resources..

Students consistently achieving higher than
students at 'like ' schools on NAPLAN

Review milestones and set 2018 targets

Support for beginning teachers $4,063 PDP reflection  report completed. All
beginning teachers supported by Instructional
Leader with mentor and regular learning
conversations around data and classroom
practice.

Early Action For Success $93,233 Engagement of Instructional Leader. Data
analysis to measure achievement. 10%
increase in students at stage appropriate
cluster. 10% increase in Aboriginal students
at stage appropriate cluster. All students to
show growth. 10% decrease in Tier 2 and 3
students.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2014 2015 2016 2017

Boys 23 30 24 24

Girls 28 32 22 24

Student enrolment remains around 50 students with a
large cohort attending transition for Kinder 2019

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 90.5 92.2 88.8 90.5

1 92.2 90.4 92.8 90.9

2 92.8 94.2 89.1 87.8

3 96.1 89 89.7 91.5

4 92.8 90.1 91.9 82.4

5 91.1 94 87.9 93.6

6 90.5 89.3 94.2 87.2

All Years 92.4 91.3 91.1 89.5

State DoE

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 95.2 94.4 94.4 94.4

1 94.7 93.8 93.9 93.8

2 94.9 94 94.1 94

3 95 94.1 94.2 94.1

4 94.9 94 93.9 93.9

5 94.8 94 93.9 93.8

6 94.2 93.5 93.4 93.3

All Years 94.8 94 94 93.9

Management of non-attendance

Student attendance is monitored week 4 and 8 each
term with notifications re attendance concern relayed to
families. All students with positive attendance patterns
are eligible for an attendance reward each term.
Ongoing attendance concerns are referred to the Home
School Liaison Officer for departmental intervention.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Deputy Principal(s) 0

Assistant Principal(s) 0

Head Teacher(s) 0

Classroom Teacher(s) 2.39

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.5

Learning & Support Teacher(s) 0.4

Teacher Librarian 0.17

Teacher of ESL 0

School Counsellor 0

School Administration & Support
Staff

1.9

Other Positions 0

*Full Time Equivalent

Tabulam Public School staff comprises of
20%Aboriginal personnel with additional Aboriginal staff
employed on a casual basis to support academic,
cultural and social programs..

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 20

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

All staff continually engage in Professional Learning to
support student learning and the Performance and
Development program with their supervisors. The
teachers at Tabulam Public School are involved in the
accreditation process and must continue to engage in
Professional Learning to maintain their Accreditation.
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Financial information (for schools
using both OASIS and SAP/SALM)

Financial information

The three financial summary tables cover 13 months
(from 1 December 2016 to 31 December 2017). 

The financial summary consists of school income
broken down by funding source and is derived from the
school Annual Financial Statement. 

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2017 to 31
December 2017. 

2017 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 0

Revenue 412,692

Appropriation 403,645

Sale of Goods and Services 196

Grants and Contributions 8,598

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 253

Expenses -89,076

Recurrent Expenses -89,076

Employee Related -44,874

Operating Expenses -44,202

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

323,616

Balance Carried Forward 323,616

The Opening balance for the 2017 school financial year
is displayed in the OASIS table as Balance brought
forward. The financial summary table for the year
ended 31 December 2017 shows the Opening balance
as $0.00 because the Opening balance for the 2017
school financial year is reported in the OASIS table (as
Balance brought forward). 

The amount displayed in the Appropriation category of
the financial summary table is drawn from the Balance

carried forward shown in the OASIS table and includes
any financial transactions in SAP the school has
undertaken since migration from OASIS to SAP/SALM.
For this reason the amount shown for Appropriation will
not equal the OASIS Balance carried forward amount. 

All financial transactions are regularly audited through
the NSW Department of Education and Training.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2017 Actual ($)

Base Total 580,316

Base Per Capita 7,030

Base Location 34,792

Other Base 538,495

Equity Total 295,930

Equity Aboriginal 105,267

Equity Socio economic 121,363

Equity Language 15,549

Equity Disability 53,751

Targeted Total 0

Other Total 148,345

Grand Total 1,024,591

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school’s financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.
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School performance

School-based assessment

Early Action for Success:

Early Action for Success (EAfS) has been implemented
K–2 at Tabulam since July 2012. EAfS is a State
Government initiative to improve achievement for all
students in Literacy and Numeracy Outcomes by
regular analysis of student and teacher data to set
targets.

An Instructional Leader is positioned at the school for 3
days a week to work with the Principal and teachers to
guide the program. Teachers set short term and long
term targets for themselves which are monitored
through observations and frequent learning
conversations.

Teachers in 2017 have accessed training in
Literacy,Learning and Language (L3) for students in the
first year of school; and Literacy, Learning and
Language Stage one (L3St1) for students in year 1.
Training involves teachers implementing tasks in the
classroom that are a reflection of Quality Teaching and
continually monitoring students to ensure they are
teaching to their next most powerful step.

Student data is collected every5 weeks for teachers to
analyse for student success against set Benchmarks.

Learning and Support:

In–class individual and small group learning programs
were developed in consultation with class teachers,
students, parents and care–givers and implemented by
the LST throughout the year for targeted Tier 3
students whose literacy learning is 3 clusters or more
below  expected on the Literacy Continuum.

These programs were rigorously monitored and
adjusted at regular intervals. Pre and Post data showed
that students receiving extra support improved their
overall literacy skills with some students making
substantial progress through their targeted literacy
clusters on the Literacy Continuum. At regular intervals
throughout the year the Learning and Support Teacher
met with parents and caregivers to plan, refer, review
and monitor individual student health and learning
needs.

The students on Individual Learning Plans include Tier
3 students, those receiving Integration Funding, those
with diagnosed disabilities and those receiving itinerant
hearing support. Agencies and services were
successfully and regularly accessed throughout the
year and included North Coast Community Health, the
Paediatrician, School Counsellor, Speech Pathologist,
Occupational Therapist and the Itinerant Hearing
Support Teacher to ensure that these students and
their families were provided with extra support,
programs and ongoing access.

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10.

The achievement scale represents increasing levels of
skills and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

Tabulam Public School regularly performs higher than
'like' schools in NSW.

The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Go to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access
the school data.

Tabulam Public School regularly performs at the top of
the scale for similar schools.

In line with the Premiers targets Tabulam 2017
NAPLAN results demonstrated a marked increase in
students performing in the higher bands in numeracy
for years 3 and 5.

Year 3 students demonstrated an increase in the higher
bands in all areas apart from reading. Year 5
demonstrated in increase in the areas of reading and
numeracy.

Year 7 students increased achievement in the higher
bands  in all areas except in numeracy.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

The Tell 'Them From Me' survey reflected 100% of year
3–6 students valued school outcomes, had a sense of
belonging within the school, considered themselves
interested and motivated and that they tried hard to
succeed. The survey showed students valued positive
respectful relationships, rating the school 8.9 out of 10
for Positive Teacher–Student Relations and 88% of
students suggested that they had positive relationships
across the school. All of these results reflect above the
NSW Government Norm.

The Effective Effort Rubric demonstrates that 26% of
students across the school feel they have a fixed
mindset, 42% have a mixed mindset and 30% have a
growth mindset. Teachers are using this data to monitor
and address student learning needs and implement
growth mindset programs consistent with current
practices across the school. Feedback survey
demonstrates baseline data for the effectiveness of
teacher feedback within the classroom. 84% of student
responses are consistent with a positive view of
feedback around their learning. Teachers are using this
data to improve their use of effective feedback,
developing their capacity to deliver quality teaching and
learning and improve student outcomes. There is a high
culture of trust and confidence across the school.

Parent and community member engagement in the
school at PLP meetings, canteen, Aboriginal Education
Meetings and P&C meetings has continued to be
positive and has resulted in positive feedback from all
school community members; building the capacity of
our community to enhance the whole school
environment and student learning at Tabulam Public
School.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Engagement of an Aboriginal Education Officer and an
Aboriginal Student Support staff member supported
students and their families in the education processes
of Tabulam Public School in 2017. Aboriginal Education
and the inclusion of Aboriginal Education Policies and
perspectives are an integral part of teaching and
learning. All teaching and learning programs are
developed to contain an Aboriginal perspective and
connections to the local community. All classrooms
refer to and use Wahlubal language in every day
teaching and learning. The school holds weekly
Aboriginal Education Committee meetings and includes
regular analysis of Aboriginal student data. 

The whole school community continues to develop local
resources for The Whalubal Culture and History Centre
with all classes producing one resource each term as
part of the teaching and learning program. As part of a
School Fellowship Project from Schools Plus senior
students have planned a Traditional Aboriginal Food
series of books with the first 2 books published in 2017.
The project will continue to develop books for the series
as well as other resources for the Wahlubal Centre.
The school also participated in the Native Title
Ceremony for the Wahlubal people of Tabulam.

Parent confidence in school processes and practices
remains high as does attendance at school events.
Student PLPs to discuss learning targets remain well
attended. Parents from the Aboriginal community are
regularly engaged in running the school canteen
recorded. 

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Multicultural Education is a mandated perspective
across the curriculum areas and Tabulam staff ensure
students are exposed to many different cultural
opinions and experiences. All staff fulfil the requirement
of programming Multicultural perspectives in all areas
of the curriculum. Students took part in a a number of
multicultural activities including: the Multicultural Public
Speaking Competition, CWA Country competition
on Tibet and a Multicultural Day event at Bonalbo.
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